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ABSTRACT
Programmers often have to search for similar code when detecting and fixing similar bugs. Prior active learning approaches take only instance-level feedback, i.e., positive and negative method instances. This limitation leads to increased labeling burden, when users try to control generality and specificity for a desired code pattern.

We present a novel feedback-guided pattern inference approach, called SURF. To reduce users’ labelling effort, it actively guide users in assessing the implication of having a particular feature choice in the constructed pattern, and incorporates direct feature-level feedback. The key insight behind SURF is that users can effectively select appropriate features with the aid of impact analysis. SURF provides hints on the global distribution of how each feature is consistent with already labelled positive and negative instances, and how selection of a new feature can yield additional matching instances. Its what-if-analysis contrasts how different feature choices can include (or exclude) more instances in the rest of the population.

We performed a user study with 14 participants, designed with two-treatment factorial crossover. Participants were able to provide 30% more correct answers about different API usages in 20% less time. All participants found that impact analysis and what-if-analysis are useful for pattern refinement. 79% of the participants were able to produce the correct, expected pattern with SURF’s feature-level guidance, as opposed to 43% of the participants when using the baseline with instance-level feedback only. SURF is the first approach to incorporate feature-level feedback with automated what-if analysis to empower users to control the generality (or specificity) of a desired code pattern.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many software engineering tasks require searching for similar code, e.g., code search [19], code recommendation [26], applying similar fixes [21, 27], and detecting API misuses [17]. Completely automatic techniques face limitations, such as assumptions about frequent patterns [17, 24]. Therefore, the use of human feedback, such as active learning approaches, has emerged as a promising direction. Recent studies have shown the effectiveness of human-in-the-loop approaches to synthesize code patterns [14, 17, 24, 36].

Active learning approaches [14, 17, 24] usually require users to provide positive and negative function instances, e.g., the code snippets in Figure 3. However, to accurately label an instance, human users have to disambiguate similar but different instances, often from an unfamiliar codebase, demanding a high amount of human inspection and analysis effort. As human cognition is the bottleneck, scaling up active learning approaches poses several challenges. Firstly, there are not many labelled instances apriori. Second, the user has to iteratively assess more positive and negative instances, which can be challenging. Third, people tend to use specific code lines as a feature, such as the string constant \texttt{UTF\_8} in the positive instance shown in Figure 3a, but cannot easily provide such granular feedback. Moreover, they do not always know which code line is suitable for a desired feature (for refining the pattern in Figure 3, a user may wonder “is the method call, \	exttt{updateAAD} present in all positive instances?”, or “if I include \	exttt{updateAAD} instead of \texttt{Base64.decode}, how many positive instances would I no longer find?”). These limitations underscore the need to actively guide users in providing feedback.

We propose an interactive active learning approach, SURF (Scaling Up Interactive Reactive Feedback), seen in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the workflow of how a user interacts with SURF. Initially, the user provides some positive and negative instances, allowing SURF to bootstrap an initial pattern. SURF allows users to provide direct feedback on which code-line should be considered as a feature, which is used to iteratively re-infer another pattern. SURF guides the user in assessing which code lines to use as feedback. First, SURF provides an overview of the global distribution and overlays code lines from different instances as a summary skeleton. Second, it provides hints on the global distribution by computing importance metrics for each code line. Third, it visualizes the instances that are included or excluded for each choice of feedback on the pattern.

In this study, by “instances,” we mean method-level locations in the population to be matched or unmatched by a given pattern. By “features,” we mean individual code statements, i.e., nodes in a program dependence graph. Including a feature specializes the current pattern by adding a new requirement.

Suppose Alice uses SURF to construct a code pattern. After providing some positive and negative instances (Figure 3a, 3b, 3c), SURF infers a pattern. The inferred pattern, shown in Figure 3d, does not precisely match Alice’s intent—the pattern does not capture the method call \texttt{Cipher.getInstance(“AES/GCM/NoPadding”)}, and would match programs such as Figure 3e that employ a different transformation, e.g., \texttt{Cipher.getInstance(“DES”)}. Without SURF, Alice provides a new negative instance, Figure 3e, that the pattern should exclude. This may not be enough information to identify the intended pattern due to ambiguity from the multiple possible code lines that can be included in the pattern (e.g., code highlighted in green in Figure 3a). Including any one of \texttt{Cipher.getInstance(“AES/GCM/NoPadding”)}, \texttt{Base64.decode}, and \texttt{updateAAD} would exclude Figure 3e.

With SURF, Alice provides direct code line-level feedback (e.g. selecting “AES/GCM/NoPadding”). To determine which code line should be selected, SURF helps Alice to understand the API usage and its distribution, summarized as a code skeleton that overlays code lines from different repositories. The collated view allows simultaneous inspection of multiple code examples, instead of analyzing each program one by one.

Guided by the importance metrics computed for each code line (Figure 4), Alice notices code lines such as new \texttt{SecureRandom()} have a low support (indicated by the small blue bars under Support). In other words, this new \texttt{SecureRandom()} feature occurs infrequently and is unlikely to be useful. Several code lines stand out to Alice due to their high Information gain. For example, new \texttt{SecretKeySpec(...)} has an information gain of 1.0, indicating improvement over the current pattern in separating positive and negative instances.

Due to the small number of positive and negative instances, information gain alone is not enough to identify a good code line. SURF provides impact analysis. For each choice, SURF immediately demonstrates which instances will be included or excluded if a particular code line is included in the pattern. This makes it easy for Alice to assess if including a code line, e.g., \texttt{updateAAD}, would overspecialize the pattern. Finally, SURF offers a what-if analysis, seen in Figure 6. SURF contrasts the impact of the two choices.
try {
    Cipher cipher = 
        Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding");
    cipher.init(2, new SecretKeySpec(key.getBytes(), "AES"), 
        new GCMParameterSpec(128, nonce.getBytes()));
    ciphertext = parseObject(
        new String(cipher.doFinal(decode)), 
        StandardCharsets.UTF_8));
}

(c) Negative instance 2. decrypt

Figure 3: Figure 3d shows an initial pattern matching Figures 3a, not 3b and 3c. This pattern (d) would incorrectly match Figure 3e. Instead of requiring a user to label more instances to exclude Figure 3e, SURF actively guides which feature among three green choices "AES/GCM/NoPadding", "updateAAD", and "Base64.decode" to select for pattern refinement. We conducted a user study with 14 participants, including professional developers from industry. The participants provided feedback to construct a code search pattern in two tasks. We built a baseline by simulating the usage of a prior technique [17], in which users had to inspect individual programs and provide labels. Using SURF, participants demonstrated better understanding of the API usage distribution. They correctly answered 30% more usage comprehension questions and, when given the hints of what a target pattern should look like, they were able to guide the tool to infer 1.8X more correct patterns in 21.9% less time. Participants appreciated how SURF immediately provided feedback in contrasting their choices of code lines. The participants indicated that they were more confident using SURF, while they were overwhelmed and struggled to make sense of the API usages without SURF.

Without SURF, participants spent more time coming up with adhoc criteria for classifying positive vs. negative instances, and were unable to construct a code pattern matching the given API usage description. This confirms the hypothesis that instance-level feedback for active learning is inherently inadequate, as it burdens the user to manually classify unfamiliar code instances.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
As the uses of Cipher that do not adhere to best practices [4, 20] are widespread [12], Alice decides to check whether her API usage is consistent with her organization’s practices. This requires her to write a rule for the static analyzer in detecting violations. Alice searches for code snippets using Cipher within the hundreds of repositories of her organization. Alice uses grep, but searching for “Cipher” results in a large number of matches. The sheer volume of required effort leads Alice to scale up her code search.

Suppose Alice manually writes a rule for matching code. She includes some code lines that she identified, including the function calls, such as `init` and `updateAAD`, that occur in the positive instances. However, Alice finds writing rules to be challenging. This is unsurprising because even expert-written rules are imperfect. In fact, CodeQL’s rulesets of cryptographic APIs [5] rules were fixed several times over a period of two years, due to bugs in the rules. Comparing the buggy version of their rules against the newest version of the rule, the fixed rule leads to 217 more warnings on 64 open-source repositories (code snippets that call `Cipher.getInstance`) from the CodeQL databases on github.com [10]. This suggests that the initial version of the rule caught only 80% of the expected API usage locations.

**State-of-the-art Active Learning.** Alice turns to active learning approaches [17] for identifying code patterns. These approaches would allow Alice to construct a pattern that encodes the correct use of Cipher API, distinguishing correct use from incorrect uses. Using a state-of-the-art active learning approach, ALP [17], Alice provides the positive and negative instances. It infers a pattern (e.g. Figure 3d) that is too general (i.e., it incorrectly matches Figure 3e). Then, it requests for more positive and negative instances.

Because Alice cannot easily find positive and negative instances, she cannot easily refine a pattern and begins to grow frustrated. On inspecting the inferred pattern that now includes `Base64.decode` when constructing a string, Alice thinks that the tool has gone off track as `Base64.decode` just happens to be in the same positive instances, where data are decrypted.

**Code line-level feedback.** Alice gives SURF a try. SURF organizes a summary of the API usages, displaying and soliciting feedback on code lines from the population instead of considering each instance independently. SURF requires Alice to understand the code lines and to provide direct feedback on individual lines.

**Distribution-level analysis.** The code lines are organized by their semantic role [46, 48] (e.g., initialization, error handling) in the use of the API, enabling Alice to reason about the code lines simultaneously. By *overlaying* code lines from different instances, Alice can understand common usages comprising dependent code segments, such as interaction with other API methods, at a glance. SURF provides distribution-level statistics regarding each code line’s *support* and *information gain*. *Support* measures how frequently a code line appears. Alice determines the most common uses of Cipher at a glance (e.g., the transformation “RSA/ECB/PKCS1Padding” was not frequently used, indicated by the shorter blue bars). *Information gain* measures the improvement from including a code line in the pattern. Given that the current pattern matches 1 positive and 1 negative instance, it has an entropy of 1. By including new `SecretKeySpec(...)` with a high information gain of 1.0, indicating that it can separate the positive and negative instances, entropy can be decreased to 0. These metrics show Alice the distribution of the code lines among the entire population of programs. A good feature is likely to have both high support and information gain.

**Figure 4:** A) All features are overlaid with one another under a single code skeleton view. A method invocation such as Cipher.getInstance() is a feature. The features are structurally grouped, with each group distinguished from another by a different background color. B) Each code line feature $f$ has support ($S$) how many instances include $f$ and information gain ($I$)—how well $f$ separates already labelled positive and negative instances. These scores guide a user to grasp the distribution of individual features in the entire population. C) A user can click on each feature’s check box to include it in the pattern.

(1) SURF is an interactive active learning approach towards code pattern synthesis. SURF enables direct code line feedback, allowing 1.8X more participants to infer correct patterns.

(2) SURF helps users disambiguate similar API usages through three features: (a) a code skeleton summarizing the population, (b) importance metrics for individual code lines as features, and (c) impact analysis and what-if analysis.

(3) In a user study, participants using SURF demonstrated greater understanding of the global API usage distribution and required less time to construct the expected patterns.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a usage scenario of SURF. Section 3 introduces SURF. Section 4 presents the design of our user study. Section 5 shows the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses the threats to validity of our study. Section 7 presents related work. Finally, we draw the conclusions of our work in Section 8.

2 USAGE SCENARIO

Suppose Alice discovers that, in her code, the use of a cryptographic API (the Cipher API) for performing decryption does not adhere to her organization’s best practices. She suspects such API misuses are potential security vulnerabilities [32]. Ideally, the usages of Cipher have to correctly handle a range of exceptions [2], encode a decrypted string in UTF-8 [1], and use a strong transformation, e.g. passing “AES/GCM/NoPadding” to Cipher.getInstance [3]. As the uses of Cipher that do not adhere to best practices [4, 20] are widespread [12], Alice decides to check whether her API usage...
Impact and What-If analysis. As Alice inspects the code lines with high information gain and support, SURF visualizes their impact on the matching instances (Figure 5). This allows her to identify instances affected by the inclusion of the code line, e.g., instances that do not match updateAAD, if it were included. Using the Impact Analysis, Alice discovers that including updateAAD would cause a positive instance and two unlabelled instances to not be matched. Alice inspects the instances and believes that they should be matched. Alice suspects that calling updateAAD is optional.

Alice clicks on two code lines, Cipher.updateAAD and Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding"). SURF immediately provides hints indicating that updateAAD is redundant with respect to Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding"). Alice performs a what-if analysis. Alice opens up the What-if view (Figure 6) for a side-by-side comparison of the matching programs if the pattern was updated to include one code line over the other. Contrasting the instances matched by the two possible patterns, Alice realizes that all instances containing the method call Cipher.updateAAD also invoke Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding"). Alice realizes that updateAAD should only be called if Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding") is used, and is indeed optional.

With this information, Alice settles on Cipher.getInstance("AES/GCM/NoPadding") as a suggestion to SURF. Accounting for the feedback on the pattern features, SURF infers a new pattern.

3 SURF

3.1 Inferring a code pattern

SURF aims to infer a code pattern incorporating code line-feedback. SURF represents programs as a graph following prior studies [7, 17], and mines subgraph patterns. SURF mines discriminative subgraphs [37], which can separate positive and negative instances.

3.1.1 Problem formulation. The task of inferring a pattern while considering the user provided code line-level feedback is as follows:

Input: A set of positive instances, \( P = \{P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots\} \), and negative instances, \( N = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, \ldots\} \), identified by the human user, and a set of code lines, \( C \), suggested by the user.

Output: A pattern, which is a set of subgraphs, \( S = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots\} \).

At each iteration: SURF requests feedback from the human user, who either labels more instances, i.e., providing more positive and negative instances, or suggest code lines. Ideally, the output pattern should maximize the separation of \( P \) and \( N \) (further elaborated in Section 3.1.2), and maximize the number of provided code line features that match a vertex from the subgraphs: \( |C_{\text{matched}}| = \{c \in C : \exists s \in S, c \in V(s)\} \), where \( V(s) \) are the vertices in the subgraph, \( s \).

In the prior study [17], human users only provided positive and negative instances. Thus, there are always zero suggested code
lines, $C = \emptyset$. Using SURF, the size of $C$ increases after each iteration if the user provides code line feedback.

3.1.2 Mining Discriminative Subgraphs. We modify the pattern miner from a previous study [17] to support code line-level feedback. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm to infer a pattern. First, from a set of positive and negative instances, SURF mines subgraphs that can separate the positive instances from the negative instances (lines 4–6). The CORK [37] criterion, an efficient feature selection mechanism that compares the overlap in features of the positive and negative instances, is applied to discard subgraphs that do not contribute to separating the positive and negative instances.

We reduce the need for a large number of labelled instances and use the code line-level feedback to select subgraphs. Similar to prior work, SURF enumerates subgraphs. In prior work [17], a test of statistical significance was performed to select subgraphs that match more positive instances than negative instances. In SURF, we remove the tests of statistical significance to enable subgraph mining from just a few positive and negative instances. In practice, a human user is unlikely to provide enough instance-level feedback for identifying statistically significant, discriminative subgraphs.

Finally, SURF applies CORK to filter subgraphs that do not separate positive instances from the negative instances (line 11). Filtering is sensitive to the order of subgraphs. Of two subgraphs that separate the same positive and negative instance (say Base64.code versus new String() in Figure 3), the subgraph first presented to the pattern miner will be selected, and the later subgraph removed (since it no longer contributes to a better positive-negative instance separation). This choice of subgraph depends on how the subgraphs were sorted (lines 8–10). SURF favors the code line-level feedback (line 8) before ordering subgraphs by their discriminativeness (line 9), i.e., if Alice selects only UpdateAAD, subgraphs that contain it precede other subgraphs. The subgraphs are enumerated in decreasing order of the number of matches in the entire population, favoring more general subgraphs over subgraphs specific to a few instances (line 10). For example, new SecretKeySpec(...) occurs frequently in the population, and is thus favored over Log.getLogStackTraceString, an uncommon function.

When initially inferring a pattern, we limit the size of the inferred pattern (line 11). This prevents a pattern that overfits the few positive and negative instances.

3.2 Importance metrics

Inspired by active learning techniques [35], we guide users toward informative and representative code lines.

Support For each code line, SURF counts the support of the pattern if the code line were included, e.g., a code line with a reported support of 10 in SURF means that the code line appears 10 times in the population. Support is computed over the entire population, ignoring their labels. While not all frequent patterns are useful [17, 24], infrequent code lines are not useful.

Information Gain We use information gain to measure how well a pattern separates the positive and negative instances after including the code line. Including a code line is analogous to splitting the data at a decision node in a decision tree. The instances matched by the original pattern are partitioned into two sets, one set of instances that match the new pattern, and one set of instances that do not. First, we compute the entropy of the three sets:

$$
\text{Entropy}(G) = -p_{+} \log_2(p_{+}) - p_{-} \log_2(p_{-})
$$

The information gain of including a code line is as follows:

$$
\text{Ent}_{\text{gain}}(G) = \frac{|G_m|}{|G|} \times \text{Entropy}(G_m) + \frac{|G_e|}{|G|} \times \text{Entropy}(G_e)
$$

If a pattern initially matches five positive and three negative instances, then $\text{Ent}_{\text{gain}}(G_P)$ is 0.95. Say the pattern is modified to include a code line, so it excludes two negative instances, then $G_m$ contains five positive instances and one negative instance, and $G_e$ contains zero positive instances and two negative instances. $\text{Entropy}(G_m)$ is 0.65 and $\text{Entropy}(G_e)$ is 0. The information gain associated with the code line is $0.95 - (6/8 \times 0.65 + 2/8 \times 0) = 0.46$.

4 EVALUATION DESIGN

We ran a user study with a two-treatment factorial crossover design to evaluate SURF and answer the following research questions:

(1) RQ1. Does SURF improve the participant’s ability to comprehend the API usage distribution?
(2) RQ2. How much effort reduction does SURF provide in inferring code patterns?
(3) RQ3. What features in SURF do the participants perceive to be useful?

### Algorithm 1 A pattern is mined to separate positives $P$ from negatives $N$. Patterns containing the user’s suggested code lines are favored.

Require:
- $P$ ← positive instances
- $N$ ← negative instances
- $A$ ← all instances
- $C$ ← code lines suggested by the user
- $S$ ← maximum pattern size to be considered

1. function infer_pattern
2. $D ← \{\}$
3. for $s ∈ \text{enumerateSubgraphs}(P, S)$ do
4.  if $\text{match}(s, P) > \text{match}(s, N)$ then
5.   $D ← D \cup s$
6. end if
7. end for
8. sort($D, \text{compareBy}(\text{containsCodeLines}(C))$
9. $\text{thenCompareBy}(\text{discriminativeness})$
10. $\text{thenCompareBy}(\text{matchPopulation}(A))$
11. return filterSubgraphsThatSeparatesPosAndNeg($D, S$)
12. end function
Table 1: Each task is motivated by a known common weakness enumeration (CWE). Task A is to find code snippets with proper Cipher usage and error handling. In CWE-311, NIST determined that Cipher transformations using “AES/GCM/NoPadding” can avoid CVE-2016-2183. Task B is to find bugs similar to CWE-330, where the Spring framework had a vulnerability due to incorrect initialization of random values (CVE-2019-3795). For each task, a few positive and negative instances are provided to bootstrap an initial pattern. A user is not shown the target pattern and their task is to refine the initial pattern to fit the given natural language description (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CWE</th>
<th>Initial labelled instances</th>
<th>Target pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Cipher usage with a strong transformation and appropriate error-handling</td>
<td>CWE-311 e.g., CVE-2016-2183</td>
<td>4 positive, 4 negative instances that enable inference of Cipher.getInstance( “AES/GCM/NoPadding”)</td>
<td>Cipher.getInstance( “AES/GCM/NoPadding”) with catch(NoSuchPaddingException)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Seeding SecureRandom with the current time and using it as a source of randomness for generating keys</td>
<td>CWE-330 e.g., CVE-2019-3795</td>
<td>2 positive, 3 negative instances that enable inference of SecureRandom.setSeed( System.currentTimeMillis())</td>
<td>SecureRandom.setSeed( System.currentTimeMillis()) used with KeyPairGenerator.generateKeyPair()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer the RQs, we curated two case studies of programs using cryptographic APIs [47]. We analyze cryptographic APIs as many prior studies have demonstrated that fully automatic API usage mining methods do not succeed in inferring the desired patterns [13]. Most usages of the APIs are incorrect [13, 29], limiting the effectiveness of frequency-based pattern mining techniques and thus users must examine and refine the inferred patterns directly to adjust their generality and specificity. Human feedback is, therefore, essential for refining the cryptographic APIs usage patterns.

In the case studies, we pre-defined a target code pattern that distinguishes correct from incorrect usage. When preparing code snippets for a user study, we inlined all relevant fields of classes and static variables into a single method, so that participants could read each instance at the granularity of a single method. We ensured that pattern mining technique used in a prior study [17] could infer the target API usage pattern, if given enough correctly labelled positive and negative instances. For each case study, we also asked code comprehension questions about the global distribution of individual API method invocation. We used counterbalancing to control the order effect. Each participant carried out two different tasks, Task A and Task B, once using SURF and once the baseline.

Baseline. We constructed a baseline tool that mimics an active learning approach for inferring API usage patterns based on instance-level feedback, described in a prior study [17]. This baseline was constructed by downgrading SURF to allow for only labeling positive and negative instances without enabling feature-level feedback, importance metrics, impact analysis, and what-if analysis. As the tool was accessed through a web browser, participants were able to perform text search using Ctrl-F to look for instances containing specific keywords.

After an initial pattern was inferred from positive and negative instances, the tool presented a list of additional matched and unmatched instances to the user. Users could provide additional instance-level feedback by labeling each instance as either positive or negative, or skip the instance if they were unable to decide on a label.

4.1 Participants
As the study has a crossover design, we require fewer subjects as the variability among subjects is controlled for [39]. We recruited 14 participants by reaching out to students in the Computer Science department as well as our contacts working in industry. In total, we recruited 8 Ph.D. students and 6 professional developers. 1 participant had 3 years of programming experience, 5 had 3-8 years of experience, and 8 had more than 8 years of experience. The participants self-reported their familiarity with cryptographic APIs, which is the focus of our case studies, on a 7-point Likert scale. The mean familiarity was 1.5, where 1 is “Most unfamiliar” and 7 is “Most familiar”, simulating a scenario where a developer works with an unfamiliar API.

4.2 Study Protocol
We conducted a 1 hour long user study with each participant. The study involved using SURF and the baseline tool described above and two pattern refinement tasks, described in Table 1. The order of the assigned tool (either SURF or the baseline) and the assigned tasks (Task A Cipher or Task B SecureRandom) were counterbalanced across the participants through random assignment. Each participant was required to complete both case studies, with each case study requiring 12 minutes.

Pre-study survey (2 mins). We asked for the participants’ experience and background through a short survey.

Tutorial and warm-up questions (15 mins). We walked the participants through several warm-up questions designed for the participants to discover each user interface feature in SURF. The warm-up questions involved inspecting a small number of usages of the MessageDigest API from GitHub.

Each task required 12 minutes to complete (2 minutes for each of the 5 comprehension questions. 2 minutes for providing feedback).

Usage comprehension question. For each task, the participants had to answer five questions related to the API usage and its distribution in the entire population of about 30 instances. We designed the questions with varying difficulties; the simplest questions required a simple lookup of a code line (e.g., what is an example input argument to method setSeed?), while the later questions...
Table 2: The code comprehension questions are designed to test the participant’s ability to understand the global distribution of individual features and the resulting matched and unmatched instances in the rest of population. They test, in order of increasing difficulty, the participants ability to (a) understand a single instance, (b) understand the impact of including a specific line as a feature, (c) understand the distribution of API uses, (d) contrast positive and negative instances, or matched and unmatched instance, and (e) assess which unlabelled instances could match (or unmatch) by including a specific feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task A (Cipher)</th>
<th>Task B (SecureRandom and KeyPairGenerator)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. What is one exception constructed in a catch block (after catching another exception)? (a)</td>
<td>Q1. What is one argument of SecureRandom.setSeed? (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Which positive instances invoke Cipher.init() but not Cipher.updateAAD()? (b)</td>
<td>Q2. Which instances invoke KeyPairGenerator.getInstance() but not KeyPairGenerator.generateKeyPair()? (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. How many negative instances constructed a new SecretKeySpec()? (c)</td>
<td>Q3. How many instances construct a new SecureRandom through its constructor, i.e., new SecureRandom(..)? (c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. What is one class of exception caught by the positive instances but not a negative instance? (d)</td>
<td>Q4. Which instances do not call KeyPairGenerator.getInstance()? (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Which unlabelled instances catch NoSuchPaddingException? (e)</td>
<td>Q5. How many unlabelled instances call KeyPairGenerator.getInstance()? (e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pattern Refinement Task

- Detect more instances with exception handling similar to the positive instances but not the negative instances
- Detect more instances that generate a key using the same function as the positive instances but not the negative instances

Table 3: Answering usage-comprehension questions. SURF leads to 30% more correct answers, while requiring 22% less time. On average, participants spent about 8 mins using SURF as opposed to 10 mins using the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Task A</th>
<th>Task B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># correct answers</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken (mins)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we report and analyze the results of our user study. We denote each participant as P#.

5.1 Improving usage comprehension

To evaluate user performance using SURF on usage comprehension, we assessed the participants’ answers. The detailed results are shown in Table 3. Every participant provided an answer to all five questions in both tasks, regardless of the tool. Participants using SURF provided 1.5 more correct answers (30%). Using a linear mixed-effect model, where the number of correct answers depends on the order, tool, and task. We found that SURF significantly improved over the baseline (p-value < 0.005).

The use of SURF led to greater improvements on Task B, which may be more complex as the pattern includes the use of two APIs (SecureRandom, KeyPairGenerator). On average, participants using SURF on Task B provided 3.8 correct answers while using the
Table 4: 79% of participants using SURF managed to construct the correct pattern, whereas only 43% of those using the baseline achieved the same result. Each participant’s pattern was compared against a ground-truth pattern after each study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Task A</th>
<th>Task B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SURF</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># participants with correct patterns</td>
<td>6/7 (86%)</td>
<td>4/7 (57%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, SURF helped the participants better understand the API usage distribution. Participants using SURF correctly answered 30% more usage distribution questions.

5.2 Reducing human effort

Participants using SURF completed their tasks in an average of 8 mins and 40 seconds. Using the baseline, participants required 10 mins 48s on average, which is 22% slower than SURF. Every participant was able to utilize the Impact and What-if Analysis in SURF. Overall, SURF helped the participants provide useful feedback for code pattern inference in less time.

We evaluated the patterns inferred. As shown in Table 4, participants were 1.8X more likely to construct the expected pattern when using SURF. Using the baseline, participants only succeeded in producing the expected pattern 43% of the time. Participants using SURF produced the expected pattern 79% of the time.

Using the baseline, we observed that the participants were overwhelmed. They spent more time coming up with ad-hoc criteria for distinguishing positive instances from negative instances. However, these criteria did not always lead to correct labels.

The post-study questionnaire’s responses showed that the participants were more confident in their answers and ability to provide feedback to the tools using SURF. On a 7-point Likert scale shown in Figure 7, participants rated SURF an average of 5.6 of 7, while rating the baseline an average of 2.9 out of 7. Their feedback suggests that the participants perceived the summary and analysis of SURF to be helpful in finding facts about the API usage distribution.

Overall, SURF helped the participants better understand the API usage distribution. Participants using SURF correctly answered 30% more usage distribution questions.

5.3 Users’ perception of SURF

Our post-study survey solicited the participants’ feedback. Participants found SURF to be easier to use (5.6 vs 3.7 on a 7-point Likert scale) compared to the baseline. The distribution of responses is given in Figure 7.

**Summary code skeleton.** 13 of the 14 participants found the summary code skeleton to be useful, with a median rating of 7 out of 7. P3 mentioned that SURF made it easier to understand the code distribution as it “gives a clear pattern template and functionalities to list concrete instances related to a specific pattern”.

**Importance Metrics.** 13 of the 14 participants found the importance metrics to be useful, with a median rating of 6 out of 7. P6 found them “convenient to determine the line of code to select”.

**Impact and What-if Analysis.** 13 of the 14 participants found the impact and What-if analysis to be useful, with a median rating of 6.5 and 7, respectively. P10 mentioned that he “found myself using the Impact Analysis often to answer the questions”. P2 was confident in his answers as SURF “gave me immediate feedback and flagged suggestions ” as he used the tool, indicating that dynamically providing feedback was helpful for building confidence.

**Limitations and Suggestions.** The participants pointed out features that they wished SURF had. Their responses suggested that developers may need support in understanding the code beyond their use of the APIs. P10 wrote that she wanted “tooltips that automatically show the docs for a method when hovering over it”.

5 participants indicated that they wished to have more concrete information, such as their purpose, about the code using the API. P10 mentioned that he “found myself using the API usage distribution as a reference for understanding the code.”

Participants using SURF required 22% less time for completing each task, but were 1.8X more likely to construct the expected pattern.
The participants found SURF easier to use. Participants found every user interface feature useful, with the code skeleton and What-if Analysis perceived as the most useful.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Qualitative Analysis

Usage Comprehension. Using the baseline tool, participants found understanding the instances difficult. Participants may get stuck on the earlier usage comprehension questions, lacking enough time for the later questions. On providing feedback to the baseline, P13 wrote ‘I can’t begin to do.’ Participants tried to develop a criteria for matching positive and negative instances. P9 wrote that he “tried to remember the patterns which had appeared”.

Participants wanted to contrast the positive and negative instances when using the baseline. P10’s strategy was to ‘search for a method name or exception to see if it was used in the positive/negative examples. If it was in all of the positive examples and not in the negative examples, I would use that to check against the unlabelled examples.’ P5 wrote “I will see the pattern in positive example, and then see what it share with the negative examples”. Identifying code lines with high information gain is directly supported by SURF and appears to be a good match for the participants’ mental model of how to perform the task.

Text search. Prior work [22] has shown that grep returns many irrelevant matches. We observed the same limitation of simple text search. Though participants could locate instances with specific method calls or constants, they were confused by irrelevant results.

Active Learning. Prior studies [17] on active learning assumed that human users can effectively provide instance-level feedback. However, our user study suggests that human feedback would be a bottleneck. Without the interactive support from our tool, the participants in our study were not confident in using the baseline, with a self-reported rating of 2.9 out of 7. The participants developed ad-hoc criteria for classifying positive and negative instances, which led to inaccurate instance-level labels. The participants’ poor performance confirms our hypothesis that the challenge lies in soliciting instance-level feedback from users.

Using SURF allowed more participants to successfully guide SURF to infer the expected pattern in 21.9% less time. This suggests that the participants benefited from both providing feedback at the granularity of code lines guided by the distribution of their usages and in the remaining population.

6.2 Threats to Validity

A threat to validity is the lack of familiarity of the study’s participants with cryptographic APIs. However, this reflects the reality of developers’ understanding of these APIs [29]. The participants’ performance may be a lower bound since they may have better results from reduced cognitive overhead analyzing a familiar API.

While our study included only 14 participants, studies designed with a crossover minimize variability, thus requiring fewer participants [39]. As few as 10 participants are often sufficient to gain valuable insights [9]. Our study also showed statistically significant improvements.

7 RELATED WORK

API Learning. Programmers often inspect code examples to understand how to use an API [33, 34]. In particular, they often desire multiple instances of an API use to understand how it is used [15, 33, 44].

Inspired by Examplore [15], SURF overlays code lines from the population of API usages into a code skeleton to simultaneously visualize multiple code instances when soliciting human feedback [11]. Unlike SURF, Examplore only visualizes the API usages, does not infer patterns or offer Impact and What-if Analysis.

API usage patterns. To detect API misuses, researchers have proposed using API specifications, e.g., JavaMOP [16], to detect violations. These specifications produce many false positive [23], showing how human-written rules are error-prone and may benefit from automated techniques.

Dynamic analysis-based API misuse detectors [18, 42] are limited to misuses that throw exceptions. They are less effective for APIs whose failures may not result in exception, e.g., cryptographic APIs.

Many approaches for mining API usage patterns have been proposed [7, 25, 28, 30, 31, 38, 40, 41, 46, 49]. The majority of these approaches do not use any human feedback. Fully automatic approaches may be ineffective on frequently misused APIs [13, 17, 24].

Comparing choices. The What-if analysis in SURF supports users in understanding the impact of possible feature choices. SURF provides side-by-side comparison of the instances, with the highlighting of salient differences, to allow users to understand their detailed differences. Similarly, Yan et al. [43] contrast usages of different libraries. While their work contrasts code that use different libraries with same usage, SURF contrasts instances with different usages of the same API. The Impact Analyses resembles speculative analysis [8], which anticipates and executes developers’ actions in the background to inform them and avoid possible merge conflicts. SURF has a different goal of empowering users to comprehend the matching capability of individual features.

Active Learning using instance-level feedback. Approaches using active learning include ALP [17], ALICE [36], RhoSynth [14] and Arbitrar [24]. Both SURF and ALP shares the same graph representation [7] of programs and mines subgraphs patterns to detect API misuses. ALICE express programs as logic programs. RhoSynth synthesizes code quality rules from user-provided positive and negative instances. Arbitrar detects API misuses by having human users analyze and provide feedback on program traces. These tools do not have interactive intuitive interface to provide fine-grained feedback nor reason about differences among similar API usages.

Manual pattern refinement. CRITICS [45] allows for manual refinement of code patterns, but does not have a pattern inference algorithm. In contrast, users of SURF benefit from both inference and human feedback while considering the guidance provided.

8 CONCLUSION

SURF is an approach for active learning for code pattern inference. Users interactively provide direct code line-feedback to SURF, which guides them through a code skeleton summarizing a population of API usages, importance metrics, impact and what-if analysis. Participants in our user study inspected case studies of cryptographic API usages. Using SURF, participants correctly answered
30% more comprehension questions and 1.8X more likely to construct the expected pattern. Our study has ramifications for active learning; studies should consider the challenge of human users understanding unfamiliar code when providing feedback, and that a different granularity of feedback may reduce human effort.
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